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The communicator

Welcome back! As you read this newsletter, you will see that we have
much to celebrate. Enjoy reading about your many accomplishments during 2007 – 08. Our program continues to shine, and your hard work is not
going unnoticed. Students tell me how much they enjoy learning in your
classes and how excited they are about the many learning opportunities
available to them. THANK YOU! I look forward to working with you during the new academic year.
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Dates To Remember
August 11, 2008

ESL Term I Begins

August 13

CASAS Testing – all students

August 17

CASAS Make-up Testing

August 15 – 21

MiraCosta Faculty Flex Days

August 16, Saturday

Noncredit Fall Orientation –
Community Learning Center

September 1, Monday

Labor Day, Legal Holiday

September 25

CASAS Testing – all students

September 29

CASAS Make-up Testing,
Continuing Registration Term II

Orientation:
Our annual Fall Orientation will be
on Saturday, August 18. The
theme of our noncredit fall orientation is Focus on the Craft: Classroom Instruction that Works, and
we will featre our own outstanding
noncredit faculty! Special thanks
to Ruth Gay, Debbie Hanley and
Angela Webster for joining noncredit presenters from other disciplines/programs during our general session. Afterwards we have
important program meetings.

October 6 – 8

ESL Term II Registration

October 9

ESL Term I Ends

October 13

ESL Term II Begins

October 15

CASAS testing – new students only

October 16

CASAS Make-up testing

October 18

CATESOL Regional Conference – San
Diego State

Flex Week:

November 10

Veteran’s Day, Legal Holiday

November 27 and 28

Thanksgiving Holidays – (No classes at
CLC after 3 PM on Wednesday, November 26

December 4

CASAS Testing – all students

December 8

CASAS Make-up Testing, Continuing
Registration Term III

December 11

ESL Term II Ends

December 24 – January 1

MCC Winter Holidays

January 6 - 8

ESL Term III Registration

January 12

ESL Term III Begins

January 14

CASAS Testing – new students only

January 15

CASAS make-up testing

January 19

Martin Luther King Day, Legal
Holiday

Fall Flex workshops are two weeks
later this year because our credit
colleagues don’t begin their fall semester until August 25. The Fall
Flex workshops will be from August
15 – August 21 with many more
throughout the semester. The best
place to learn more about the workshops is to go to the Profession Development Program (PDP) webpage
at http://www.miracosta.edu/
Instruction/PDP/index.htm. You may
receive paid time to attend certain
workshops if you receive PRE approval. Lynda Lee will explain the
new procedures for reimbursement
at Fall Orientation. The good news
is you only have to submit the form
and receive approval from Lynda.

CATESOL Regional Conference:
The CATESOL regional conference, Literacy for Life, will be hosted by San Diego State University. The key
note speaker is Ann Johns, Professor Emerita, San Diego State. Professor Johns is a recognized expert on
ESL reading and writing skills. I encourage you to consider offering a workshop at the regional conference.
For more information about the conference, go to http://www.catesol.org and click on “Conferences”. The
deadline for submission is September 8, 2008.
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I’m not quite ready to return, but it’s time! Hats off to
our instructors and instructional aides. You are definitely making a difference in our students’
lives, and we have the data to back up this bold statement!
Persistence and Promotion Data for 2007 – 2008 – CLC Intensive ESL
Term I
Morning Classes
Evening Classes
Term II*

Promotion Percentage
52 %
63%
Promotion Percentage

Student Persistence
82% (7% perfect attendance)
76% (9% perfect attendance)
Student Persistence

Morning Classes
Evening Classes
Term III*

51%
60%
Promotion Percentage

72% (7% perfect attendance)
78% (14% perfect attendance)
Student Persistence

Morning Classes
Evening Classes
Term IV
Morning Classes
Evening Classes

54%
49%
Promotion Percentage
52%
50%

77% (7% perfect attendance)
79% (8% perfect attendance)
Student Persistence
82% (7% perfect attendance)
75% (8% perfect attendance)

* During Term II we were closed the second week of classes because of Southland fires. Our persistence rate for Term
II was down 26% from Term II the previous year. Then we unsuccessfully tried to register new students in late December instead for Term III of the first week of January .
Even with these setbacks, we ended the year with a 54% promotion percentage and 78% student persistence rate.

Summer Term
Morning Classes

30%

86% (20% perfect attendance)

Evening Classes

19%

74% (8% perfect attendance)

Our summer classes ended with a 80% student persistence rate based on strong student persistence for morning
classes (86%). Our summer term is only six weeks compared to the traditional 9-week course so we expect to see
fewer student promotions. Notice the high perfect attendance for morning classes. That is an all time record!
Short Takes From Sylvia ¾
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Celebrating Our Summer Shining Stars
1. Congratulations to all morning
instructors. We had four classes
in the morning, and three of the
four had more than one level. All
four morning teachers had student
persistence rates of 80% and
higher – Zakia Farouq (80%),
Jessica Fuhrman (86%) and
Debbie Hanley and Angela Webster (90%). Additionally, 20% of
morning students in these classes
had perfect attendance. We have
never had such high numbers for
perfect attendance, even during
our shorter summer session. The
morning faculty were supported by
Sandy Woods and Aiko Stanton.

success and then reflected on
what they learned and how to apply it to their own lives. Speakers
included the Mayor of Oceanside,
and our former noncredit and now
credit counselor, Freddy Ramirez. Debbie invited other instructors to listen to the speakers.
Thursdays became this exciting
day at the CLC where faculty, staff
and students from a variety of disciplines gathered to listen to the
presentations. Did Debbie’s students enjoy the project? I think so
because 14 students (almost half
her class) had perfect attendance.
Her instructional aide was Aiko.

2. Debbie had the highest hours of 3. Ruth Gay also had high student
attendance and shared the highpersistence (81%) and the second
est student persistence for all
highest hours of attendance for all
classes at the CLC this summer
classes. Ruth did an interesting
with Angela. Debbie’s summer
Portfolio project with her evening
project was “Taking Charge of Our
Level 6 and 7 students. Read
Lives.” Students listened to presmore about Ruth’s project and
entations on safety, civic responsisee her students’ beautiful writings
bility health fitness, and academic
in her column – Ruth’s Reflec-

tions. Her instructional aide was
Irma Prieto.
4. Gretchen Vallette posted an
88% student persistence rate this
summer. She was so happy to
work with Manuel Delgado and
gives him high praise for his support. They were certainly a great
team.
5. Congratulations to all summer
instructors for preparing meaningful and creative summer projects for your students. Some
additional projects were mock
news reports, reports on different
states in the United States and
specific reports on California, a
geography project, research
about what happened on a student’s birth date, accident prevention, recipes, and employment
opportunities. I encourage you to
continue to see how you can integrate project-based learning
throughout the year.

More EOY Data
Open-entry Classes and off-site classes had a student persistence rate of 75%.
However the range went from a low of 50% in some small community classes to
88% in Citizenship. Open-entry classes provide an important option for students who are unable to enroll in intensive
ESL classes or need to stop-out for a variety of reasons.
We annually document reasons students “stop out” or “drop out”. For 2007 – 2008, these were the main categories.
Schedule Problems (Home/work)

27% Got a job/better job

Unknown

30%

Moved

19%
8%

This is the third consecutive year that scheduling issues are the highest reason students stop attending classes. It underscores adult education research that states adults need ways to “stop out” and “re-enter” programs. We must all be vigilant in helping our students understand the many program options available to them.
The data continue to demonstrate that our adults have limited time to attend classes. However when they have the opportunity, they attend consistently. In fact, according to our assessment data, our average hours of attendance for students who take a pre and post test is 166 hours. Special thanks to our instructional
aides who consistently collect these important reasons.
Short Takes From Sylvia ¾ 5
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Enrollment/Benchmark Comparison 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007 - 08
2003 - 2004

2004 - 2005

2005 - 2006

2006 - 2007

2007-08

FTES

466

498

477

506

492

Benchmarks

1418

1651

1637

1616

1888

Our FTES was down slightly from the previous high, but our assessment benchmarks rose significantly When we
compare our accountability benchmark data with statewide goals for ESL levels, our results are impressive.

ESL Beginning Literacy
(Level 1)
ESL Beginning Low
ESL Beginning High
ESL Intermediate Low
ESL Intermediate High
ESL Advanced

California 2007-08 Performance Goal
41%
35%
36%
44%
44%
23%

MiraCosta Actual Performance
64%
71%
67%
57%
56%
24%

Two thirds of the students who took a reading pre and post test attained at least one benchmark (5 point gain for beginning students and 3 point gain for intermediate/advanced students), and more than 50% of the students achieved
at least one additional benchmark.
Our demographics indicate that our students are:
Female 52%
Spanish speaking 87% (other major language groups are Chinese, Russian, Vietnamese, Tagalog, Farsi, Korean, and
that nebulous category “other”)
Between 18 – 34 (62% but 1% are less than 18 and 1% are over 70)
10% have less than 6 years and 20% have 12 years of education.
Meet our typical student …
She is a female Spanish speaker, approximately 27 years of age. She has had more than six years of schooling in
her native country. She loves her classes, and she especially loves her teachers. She knows she can attend at least
two terms of ESL classes. However, she also knows if she has to “stop out” because of a change in her home or
work schedule, she can attend a variety of open-entry classes at the main center or in the community. Whenever she
has time, she also studies English in the Community Learning Lab.
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s An Update
Thanks to everyone for helping us revise our student learning outcomes. They are posted on
the web at: http://www.miracosta.edu/Instruction/CommunityEducation/ESL/
learningoutcomes.htm
These revised outcomes represent our combined efforts to define who are our students, what
are their goals, and what is most important to teach and assess. For the first time, we were
required to report assessment results for our identified outcomes to the college Student
Learning Outcomes committee. We are fortunate because we already had standardized
reading and performance assessments in place that addressed the SLOs at 7 levels of instruction. Here is a summary of the SLO data submitted.
During 2007 – 08, we conducted 1144 listening/speaking and writing assessments.
• 89% of students passed the listening/speaking assessments.
• 88% of students passed the writing assessments. BUT
• Only 14% of the writing assessments addressed writing development (notes, paragraphs,
letters). The pass rate for these assessments was 74%. The majority of our writing assessments involved completing forms and applications.
• 1047 students took at least one pre and post reading test during 2007 – 08 and 73% made
a significant gain (5 points for beginning students and 3 points for intermediate/advanced students). 20% of those students made more than one level gain. BUT
• 25% of our students did not take a second test so we have no standardized measure of
their progress in reading.
Our results show that we need to reexamine how we teach and measure writing. Our fall
program meeting will focus on this important issue. Ruth, Kristi and I have been designing
and piloting some projects to share with you at these meetings.
Because of the high pass rate on listening/speaking assessments, we have developed new
testing guidelines. Please read Jayne’s Creating Community column for these changes.

The Credit Corner
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You know the adage, “Good things are worth waiting for.” Well, it took us eighteen years, but the Credit ESL Program is thrilled to welcome a second full-time colleague, Melissa Lloyd-Jones. Many of you know Melissa through
her work for us as an Associate Faculty member. In fact, Melissa and I first met when we worked together as associates in the Credit program in the mid nineties. Melissa, like Sylvia and me, shares the common goal of serving all ESL students at MiraCosta, and in her introduction to follow, she will tell the story of just one of the many
successful students who has transitioned effectively from the Noncredit to Credit ESL program. Please read on as
Melissa shares her passion for ESL.
-Mary Gross
In looking again at past editions of The Communicator and all of the inspiring stories it contains, I was overwhelmed with a sense of what a privilege it is to work in this fabulous field of ESL, especially ESL at MiraCosta!
There are few other jobs that yield such tangible opportunities to make a real difference in improving people’s
lives. With that said, let me introduce myself. I have been an associate faculty member in MiraCosta’s credit ESL
program for an amazing eleven years. Now I have the chance for a bigger investment in our program. Not only
am I thrilled to spend more time at the Oceanside and San Elijo campuses, I’m very much looking forward to building my own strong connection with the Community Learning Center!
All of us who teach ESL for MiraCosta, whether in the non-credit or credit program, are part of the same
team, with the overall goal of helping students succeed. It’s wonderful to know that our programs are linked by
this common aim and very exciting to see students go through the non-credit program and then continue to build
their English skills in the academic program, moving ever closer to achieving their personal, vocational, and academic goals. I will work to strengthen the bridge between our programs so that more and more students finishing
the non-credit program move into our academic writing, grammar, speaking and listening, and reading classes.
These classes are a means for students to challenge themselves to go farther and reach higher than they may
have believed possible.
This past semester, I saw an example of how our programs work together to positively impact students.
Ruth previously wrote about her student Kyoko Ando, the winner of the Brooke Brummitt Scholarship for 20072008. Kyoko, a professional dancer, is also interested in floriculture. She expressed to Ruth the desire to take
credit classes and eventually transfer to a four-year university. Once Kyoko entered our credit program, I was fortunate to have her as a student and to see her achieve tremendous success with her writing. Although she was
nervous at first, she flourished in our program. Each new semester, I hope to see many students like Kyoko, who
gain a strong foundation at the CLC and then become equally successful in the credit program! Together we can
make it happen.
-Melissa Lloyd-Jones
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Tentative Schedule of Technology
Workshops for 2008-09:
Fall Orientation, Sat., Aug. 16 (afternoon flex): Ideas for Teaching in Technology-Enhanced (TEC) Classrooms
Thur., Sept. 4, 4:30 p.m.: Using PowerPoint in your Lessons
Thur., Oct. 2, 11:30 a.m.: Using Microsoft Word to Make Class Materials
Thur., Feb. 5, 11:30 a.m.: Using a Digital Camera and Scanner for Class Materials
and Student Projects
Thur., Mar. 12, 4:30 p.m.: Making your Own Class Blog
Can’t attend, have a computer question, or need to learn something not addressed in the workshops? We would be pleased to assist: Eli Clarke, available
by appointment eclarke@miracosta.edu; Kristi Reyes, available Thursdays, staff
room, 5 p.m.or by appointment kreyes@miracosta.edu.

Summer ESL Digital
Storytelling Academy
Only two years ago instructional aide Sue Otis
was learning to navigate
email and make PowerPoint presentations, but
before the summer term
began, she enthusiastically learned the computer programs used in
the ESL Digital Storytelling class and even made
a digital story entitled
“Little Samurai,” recounting the early life of her
great grandfather in Okinawa, Japan.

T h e

Shaghayegh Hajian, Best
The most common topic
for students in the class
Overall Digital Story;
during the summer term
Neier Rodriguez, Best
Story; Lorenzo Sanchez,
was about coming to the
Best Technical. See the
USA, but other topics inwinners, their stories, and
cluded stories of acciSue’s digital story on the
dents and adventures,
class blog.
hometowns, love and
loss, personal sacrifices. Thanks to instructors Eli Clarke
and Ruth Gay who
helped judge the digital stories to award
“Ozkars” to the following students in these
Academy categories: Sue assists student Fernando Estrada.

c o m m u n i c a t o r
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New VESL Modules
New career modules in Computer Information Systems are now offered in
the VESL class: Introduction to CIS (computer vocabulary, internet,
email, career information), Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher, and Access. If you would like to use or modify any of these modules with your
class, email me for either the paper or electronic version.

Many Options for Making Free
OnlineExercises and Quizzes
According to the results of the
noncredit ESL tech needs
online survey conducted last
spring, many instructors indicated that they would like to
learn to make online exercises / quizzes for free. In
case you missed it, one excellent site Suzanne Woodward
has used for easily creating
spelling and listening/dictation
exercises is SpellingCity.com,
featured in the May 2008 edition of The Communicator.
View video tutorials on SpellingCity.
Of course, many types of quizzes and excercises – multiple
choice, essay, dictation, discussion board, and others –

can be created in one of MiraCosta College’s Learning
Management Systems, Blackboard. Each term a Blackboard course shell is set up
for every MCC instructor, and
students are automatically
enrolled. To use your Blackboard course and create exercises, quizzes, and tests, go
t o
h t t p : / /
blackboard.miracosta.edu.
From there, log in and select
your course. To make an exercise that is directly linked to
the gradebook, attend a flex
training at MCC, see online
videos, or visit the Blackboard
manual in the Control Panel of
your Blackboard course.

In case you are interested in
other options, I have created
an online list of eight of the
numerous free choices. The
site URL, special features, a
sample exercise with the
theme of restaurants, and my
own ease-of-use rating (the
more stars, the easier the
site is to use) is shown for
each site to demonstrate the
differences between the sites
and to help in choosing the
best site for a particular
need. If you would like assistance with any of the sites
listed, feel free to contact me.

Did you know? Snip Long URLs to Make Them Tiny
Do your students have troubles typing in long URLs for websites that you would like
them to visit? Two sites can help you ease these troubles: http://tinyurl.com/ and
http://snipurl.com/. All that you need to do is type or copy and paste in a long url
and type in your shorter target URL. For example, by using one site, the URL for my
ESL Digital Storytelling Class http://reyes.kristi.googlepages.com/
esldigitalstorytellingacademy became http://snipurl.com/eslds.

T h e
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For some years now, scrapbooking has been a popular American hobby, a creative way to
memorialize the past, people in our lives, and special moments. However, it is a hobby
that takes much time shopping for materials, cutting, and pasting. Now comes Glogster,
making scrapbooking the ultimate online hobby for those who already are at the computer
and want to make a quick and easy one-time scrapbook page.
With Glogster, users can create “glogs,” posters that combine uploaded user images,
video, and sounds (audio such as music, sound effects, voice recordings) with text and
designs. Each glog is saved to the site but can also be printed out, emailed, or embedded
on a Web page or blog. Comments can be left on glogs, as well. Similar to social networking sites such as Facebook and My Space, with Glogster users can post their profiles and
connect with online “friends.”
Many adult students have untapped creativity – musically, artistically, and linguistically -and a glog project would be an exciting way for them to showcase their talents while learning or practicing computer skills.
Some examples of glog projects:
• A dedication, such as the glog “Women in War”
• A glog about a favorite music group or singer
• A movie poster, such as this one for “Artificial Intelligence”
• A personal topic, such as the glog “My Favorite Places”
• A public service announcement, such as this on stopping child abuse
• A traditional report on a number of topics, like this one on King Tut
• An illustrated poem
• An informational commercial or advertisement for a made-up product or service or
for a school, educational program, or class
• The history of a product, place, person, such as this one on the history of the Apple computer
For more ideas and to see the potential of glogging, browse thousands of glogs in the
categories of friends and family, music, people, love, scrapbooks and journals, text letters
and poems, art, celebrities, fashion and style, school, cartoons, movies, travel and places,
sports, and cars. Glogs can be printed out, as well, for display or presentation in classes
that do not have internet access.
Making a glog is uncomplicated. The “Create Yours” glog lets you practice without registering. For complete, detailed instructions, see my Google page.

T h e
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circaVie is an online tool for creating interactive timelines with photos or videos and text.
Once a timeline is posted online, it can be shared as a link via email or on a webpage or
embedded on a blog or Web site. Viewers can post comments to any event on a timeline.
Instructors can add their observations or suggestions on student work. Students can collaborate or comment on each other’s timelines.
circaVie can be used for producing several types of student projects and making chronological events come to life through written descriptions and visuals. The online sharing
options give students a wider audience than just the instructor and their classmates.
Some project ideas and examples following:
A biography or autobiography: Timeline of the life of John F. Kennedy, Jr., The Life of
Amelia Earhart, Timeline of the life of Alexander Graham Bell, Titan’s Life and Work
Itinerary and events of a trip or vacation (real or hypothetical): Vacation to Italy
A report on a historical event, a particular time period, or cultural aspects of a certain era: A look back at the 80s, History of the Beatles, Music of the 60s
An online resume / work history: Professional experience timeline
Other student project ideas:
• the year in review (personal or news-related)
• fashion, music, news events, or important historical event of a particular decade
or time period
• a political campaign, such as the presidential race
• the history of a holiday, festival, or celebration
• a daily or weekly journal
• professional / career self reflection or evaluation
• descriptions of an important life event such as a wedding, graduation, job promotion, immigration or naturalization/citizenship, or birth of child
Instructor use: circaVie can be used to enhance lectures on any information that is best
presented in chronological order in many types of classes. Additionally, it can be employed to communicate with students regarding the class schedule, outcomes, assignment and testing dates, as in this syllabus for a history class.
For complete, detailed instructions on making a timeline with circaVie, see my Google
page.

T h e
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Creating Community
with Jayne
In the world of El Civics, each instructor conducts at least two additional assessments, one per semester. Last year
we assessed 810 students for EL Civics additional assessments, and 623 passed for an 89% pass rate. Of course,
some students were assessed more than once so the number of assessments is even higher. Students continually
comment on how much they enjoy the assessments and proudly display their certificates.
Based on the large number of assessments and the high pass rate, there are new El Civics guidelines for calendaring and conducting assessments.
•

Choose your assessment dates and have them on my calendar by Week 3.

•

There will be no make- ups for oral assessments.

•

Writing assessments are due on the Thursday of the week you select. You will have them returned to
you by the following Monday to distribute to students.

•

All assessments must be turned in as a class set - no stragglers.

•

All assessments must be completed by Week 6. This is important for you too. We have CASAS testing
the end of the 7th week, and promotion decisions are due on the following Monday. You will have the EL
Civics information to assist you in making promotion decisions.

.
Since Andy Oropesa has accepted a teaching assignment, he has decided to leave the EL Civics assessment team.
I will have continued assessment support from Gretchen and Shannon Ilas. Michael Ray will return to the team
when Shannon takes maternity leave. Joining the team this year and working with Maria Torres will be Alicia
Woodson . We are ready to support your assessment efforts.
2008 – 2009 Additional Assessments:
• Crime / Accident (all levels) – 3 tasks - (written) checklist on home accident prevention, crime report
(intermediate/advanced levels), (oral) accident/crime prevention report
•

Education (beginning levels) – 3 tasks - (oral) identification and location of places on a map, note about
school absence, non-credit application.

THE COMMUNICATOR
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•

Education (intermediate/advanced) - 2 tasks - (oral) inquiry about non-credit or credit class at MCC, (written)
credit MCC application

•

Employment (all levels) – 3 tasks - (written) research of 3 jobs, job application, (oral) report on career choice
(intermediate and advanced levels)

•

Government (all levels) – 3 tasks - (oral) interview, dictation, (written) paragraph (intermediate/advanced levels)

•

Health (all levels) - 2 tasks – (written) low cost medical providers chart, medical application

•

Health (all levels) – 3 tasks, - (oral) phone call for medical appointment, (written) medical history, (oral) mock
doctor visit.

The newest additional assessments are:
• Nutrition (all levels) – 2 tasks – (oral) compare food prices (beginning level), (written) food choices chart, persuasive letter (intermediate and advanced levels)
•

Safety (all levels) – 2 tasks – (oral) 911 call , (written) accident report. (will be available Term II)

Instructors participating Term I this year are:
Linda Carlon, Health (Dr. app’t)

Gretchen Vallette, Health (Low cost medical)

Ellen Fatseas, Health (Low cost medical)

Suzanne Woodward, Education

Jose Gonzalez, Nutrition

Mark Stephens, Health (Low cost medical)

Barbara Marabian, Health (Low cost medical)

Chris Smith, Nutrition

Lynn Morgan, Health (Dr. app’t)

Carol Gross, Health (Dr. app’t)

Carla Stoner, Health (Low cost medical)

Angela Webster, (Nutrition)

Have a good year and let me know if I can help in any way.
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Ruth’s Reflections
Writing is usually
the response when a
group of students are
asked which part of
language learning
they like the least. It is
also usually the response
when a group of instructors are asked which aspect of language instruction they like the least.
Writing, however, is usually among the top most
important skills that postsecondary instructors and
employers wish that their
students and employees
possessed when they come
to the classroom or workplace. Knowing this latter
fact, we, instructors, try to
prepare our students to
take the next step in their
educational journeys and
writing instruction is a
huge part of that preparation.
In the ESL classes at the
CLC, writing has a prominent place among the Student Learning Outcomes
that have been identified
for each level. We are in
the process of identifying
ways to assess that outcome and the establishment and maintenance of
writing portfolios is being
explored at the upper levels. I had the opportunity
to pilot this assessment
tool in my summer class.
In my six-week class, we

wrote four paragraphs
plus one self reflective
letter/paragraph. The
paragraphs were different genres and on different topics. We focused on using
the writing process to produce
these paragraphs. Each student
received a two-pocket folder
and during the first week of
class put in a completed writer’s
profile, a writing-goals and
strategies form, and an auto-bio
poem. The purpose for the profile and the goals form was to
get students thinking about
themselves and what they do as
writers. The auto-bio poem was
the first thing they wrote. Students then wrote two drafts of a
paragraph during each of the
following weeks. These paragraphs were also stored in their
folders. The self reflective
paragraph/letter was written
during the last week of the session with the purpose of students selecting his or her favorite paragraph and reflecting on
how he or she had grown as a
writer. They looked at common
errors that may have been present in all four of their paragraphs and they also looked for
ways in which they may have
improved. In this paragraph/
letter they also spoke about
various techniques in the writing process that worked best for
them. My students were very
active participants in this summer project. They wrote and
wrote and sent me home

Levels 6 & 7 Summer Student Writing Portfolio

with stacks of paragraphs to
read each weekend. I was very
pleased with their enthusiasm
and wanted to honor their hard
work. We did this by compiling
samples of their work into an
anthology at the end of the session. Most of the students had
at least one entry represented in
the booklet. You may view the
booklet by clicking on the link
below.
As is the case with any pilot
project, you learn. I have
learned invaluable lessons that I
look forward to implementing
the next time I do portfolios
with my students, and my “next
time” is fast approaching. I will
be sharing the forms and processes that I used in my summer
class with my Level 6 and 7 colleagues during the CLC’s Fall
Orientation Program Meeting in
August, and Level 6 instructor
Zakia Farouq and I will be piloting portfolios in our fall
Term I classes. I am anxiously
anticipating this next step in our
endeavor towards creating better writers because I believe that
the input of my colleagues
would be priceless in this process.

